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Standard noncommutative Grobner basis procedures are used for computing¨
ideals of free noncommutative polynomial rings over fields. This paper describes
Grobner basis procedures for one-sided ideals in finitely presented noncommuta-¨
tive algebras over fields. The polynomials defining a K-algebra A as a quotient of
a free K-algebra are combined with the polynomials defining a one-sided ideal I of
A, by using a tagging notation whose essential effect is to forbid left multiplication.
Standard noncommutative Grobner basis techniques can then be applied to the¨
mixed set of polynomials, thus calculating AI whilst working in a free structure,
avoiding the complication of computing in A. The paper concludes by showing how
the results can be applied to completable presentations of semigroups and so
enable calculations of Green’s relations.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 1965 Buchberger invented Grobner basis theory: techniques making¨
possible the computation of ideals in commutative polynomial rings over
fields. Implementations of Buchberger’s algorithm are now provided by all
major computer algebra systems; a good survey of recent developments in
 the theory can be found in 3 . Mora generalised Grobner basis theory to¨
Ž .  noncommutative polynomial rings algebras 11 . Introductions to these
 procedures may be found in 13, 18 . This paper describes how to adapt
such methods of computation so that they can be applied to the problem
Ž .of computing right or left ideals in finitely presented K-algebras.
1 Supported in 19981999 by a University of Wales, Bangor, research assistantship.
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The data defining the problem consist of the field K ; a set of noncom-
 † muting variables X ; a set of generators P K X for a two-sided ideal
² :  †  ² :P , defining an algebra A K X  P , and a set of generators
² :rQ A for a right ideal Q . We expect elements of A to be given in
 †   † terms of K X , so Q is specified by a set Q K X . The problem we
² :raddress is that of computing the right A-ideal Q .
 † Our solution lies in using the free right K-module K  X . Here  is
 †   † just a symbol or tag and K  X is bijective with K X . We call
 †  Ž .elements of K  X tagged polynomials Definition 3.1 and write them
k m  k m where k , . . . , k  K and m , . . . , m  X †. Un-1 1 n n 1 t 1 t
 †  ² :tagged polynomials F  K X defining the two-sided ideal P whichP
defines A are combined with tagged polynomials F defining the one-sidedT
Ž .ideal. The mixed set of polynomials F F , F determines a reductionT P
Ž .  † relation  Definition 3.2 on the tagged polynomials K  X .F
The value of this combination and of the use of tagging is in computa-
Ž .tion, as will be shown in the main result Algorithm 4.9 , which describes a
variant of Buchberger’s algorithm. The initial mixed set of polynomials F

is appended with tagged and untagged polynomials until the relation F
 † is complete on K  X . If the procedure terminates, then reduction
modulo F can be used to solve the membership problem for the right ideal
² :rQ of the finitely presented algebra A.
 Previous work 5, 16, 17 attempted the computation of one-sided ideals
using different definitions of purely one-sided reduction relations in partic-
 ular algebras, for example,  M for a monoid M presented by a complete
rewrite system. The main problem encountered is that of computing in a
non-free algebra: we avoid this by basing all the computations specifying
Ž .the algebra at the same level in a free right module as those for the ideal
and computing the two simultaneously. In other words, the methods we
² :rdescribe provide for local computations, concerning single ideals Q ,
without the requirement of computing the global structure of the algebra
A or to facing the difficulties of calculations with elements of A. This idea
follows the philosophy that computations take place in free objects.
2. ALGEBRA PRESENTATIONS AND ONE-SIDED IDEALS
If X is a set, then X † is the free semigroup of all strings of elements of
X, and X* is the free monoid of all strings, together with the empty string,
which acts as the identity id for X*. A semigroup presentation is a pair
² : † †sgp X 	 R , where X is a set and R X  X . It presents a semigroup S
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if X is a set of generators of S and the natural morphism  : X † S
induces an isomorphism from X † to S, where  is the congruenceR R
† ²generated on X by R. Similarly, a monoid presentation is a pair mon X 	
:R where X is a set and R X* X*. It presents a monoid M, if X is a
set of generators of M and the natural morphism  : X*M induces an
isomorphism from X* to M, where  is the congruence gener-R R
ated by R on X*.
 Let K be a field. The free K-algebra K S on a semigroup S consists of
all sums of K-multiples of elements of S, with the operations of addition
and multiplication defined in the obvious way. In particular the elements
 † of K X are called polynomials and written as k m  k m , where1 1 n n
k , . . . , k  K and m , . . . , m  X †. If P is a subset of an algebra Z1 n 1 n
² :then the two-sided ideal generated by P in Z is denoted P . In the case
 † Z K X this consists of all sums of multiples of elements of P; i.e.,
² : P  k u p   k u p  	 p , . . . , p  P , k , . . . , k  K ,1 1 1 1 n n n n 1 n 1 n
4u ,  , . . . , u ,   X* .1 1 n n
Given an ideal in an algebra, the membership problem is that of deter-
mining whether or not a given element of the algebra is an element of the
ideal. A congruence on an algebra Z is an equivalence relation  on its
elements such that if p q then p u q u and up uq for all
² :u,   Z. Given an algebra Z and an ideal P , ideal membership defines
a congruence on Z by
² :p q p
 q P .
² :The quotient algebra Z P is the algebra of congruence classes of Z
² : ² :under P . A K-algebra presentation is a pair alg X 	 P , where P
 †  ² :K X . A K-algebra A is presented by alg X 	 P if X is a set of
 † generators of A and the natural morphism K X  A induces an
 †  ² :isomorphism K X  P  A.
Ž  .Noncommutative Grobner basis theory as described in 1214 uses the¨
notion of an ordering on X †, thereby allowing the concepts of leading
monomial, leading term, and leading coefficient to be defined on the
 †   † polynomials of K X . Given any subset P of K X , a well-ordering
determines a Noetherian reduction relation  on the elements ofP
 † K X . The reflexive, symmetric, transitive closure of this relation is a
² :congruence relation coinciding with the ideal membership of P .
² :Let A be the K-algebra presented by alg X 	 P and let Q A. We
² :rwish to consider the right ideal Q generated in A by Q, i.e.,
² :r     4Q  q a  q a 	 a , . . . , a  A , q , . . . , q Q .1 1 n n 1 n 1 n
r
A right congruence on an algebra A is an equivalence relation  such
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that for all a, b, y A,
r r r
a  b a y  b y and ay  by.
² :rMembership of a right ideal Q defines a right congruence on A by
r r r² : ² :a  b a
 b Q . The quotient A Q is the set of all theQ  r  right congruence classes of A under  , where classes are denoted a Q Q 
     for a A. Note that for a, b A, a b  a  b , andQ  Q  Q 
     a b  a .Q  Q  Q 
Buchberger’s algorithm is a critical pair completion procedure. The
algorithm begins with a set of polynomials P of a free algebra. Set F P
and a search for overlapping leading terms will find all critical terms of the
reduction relation  . This makes possible a test for local confluence.F
Overlaps which cannot be resolved result in S-polynomials, all of which are
Žadded to F at each stage though some elimination is possible, for
.efficiency . The algorithm terminates if at some stage all the overlaps of F
 Ž .can be resolved, i.e., if  is complete Noetherian and confluent . If thisF
² :occurs, then F is said to be a Grobner basis for the ideal P , and for¨
 † p, q K X the following three statements are equivalent:
Ž .i p q;
Ž . ² :ii p
 q P ;
  †Ž .  iii p u and q u for some u in K X .F F
The Noetherian property ensures that the process of reduction termi-
nates with an irreducible element; confluence ensures that any two ele-
ments of the same class reduce to the same form. A polynomial is a
member of the ideal if and only if it can be reduced to zero. Two
polynomials are equivalent if and only if their irreducible forms are equal.
In other words, the irreducible words are unique normal forms and
reduction is a normal form function.
¨3. ONE-SIDED NONCOMMUTATIVE GROBNER
BASIS PROCEDURES
Given a finitely presented K-algebra A and a subset Q of A, we wish
² :rto compute the right ideal Q . The meaning of ‘‘computing the ideal’’ in
² :rthis context is that of solving the ideal membership problem for Q in
² :A. The K-algebra A is presented by alg X 	 P , and to obtain unique
normal forms for A we would therefore apply Grobner basis procedures to¨
 † P in the free algebra K X . Since we are interested in a one-sided ideal
we introduce the tagging notation which will allow the combination of P
and Q.
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Ž .DEFINITION 3.1 Tagged and Untagged Polynomials . Let K be a field,
let X be a set, and let  be a symbol. Then  X † is the set of tagged
†  †   † terms m, where m X and K  X is the free right K X -module
of tagged polynomials, i.e., elements k t  k t for k , . . . , k  K ,1 1 n n 1 n
t , . . . , t  X †.1 n
 † Polynomials in K X will be referred to as untagged polynomials.
Let  be a semigroup ordering on X †; i.e.,  is an irreflexive,
antisymmetric, transitive relation on X † such that if m m then1 2
um  um  for all u,   X*. Further, we require the well-ordering1 2
property: there is no infinite sequence m m m   .1 2 3
 † Let p k m  k m  K X . The k m are referred to as the1 1 n n i i
monomials of the polynomial, where m is the term and k the coefficient.i i
† Ž .Assuming well-ordering on X , the leading monomial LM p is defined to
Ž .be the monomial with the largest term. The leading term LT p and leading
Ž .coefficient LC p are the coefficient and term of this monomial. Since K is
a field we can divide any polynomial generator of the ideal by its leading
coefficient, so we assume any such polynomial to be monic.
The well-ordering on X † induces a well-ordering on  X † defined by
m m m m . This gives the corresponding notions of leading1 2 1 2
monomial, leading term, and leading coefficient for the tagged polynomials.
In particular, if p k m  k m , where k , . . . , k  K and1 1 n n 1 n
† Ž .m , . . . , m  X is a polynomial with leading term LT p m , then the1 n i
tagged polynomial  p k m  k m has a tagged leading1 1 n n
Ž .term LT  p m .i
We apply the classical definition of a reduction relation to the new
setting, combining the relations defining the algebra with the relations
defining the ideal to give one relation on the free right module of tagged
 † polynomials K  X .
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 3.2 Reduction of Tagged Polynomials . Let F F , F ,T P
 †   † where F  K  X and F  K X . The reduction relation  onT P F
 † tagged polynomials f K  X is given by
f f
 ku f Ž .F i
Ž .  4if uLT f  occurs in f with coefficient k K for some u X* id ,i
  X*, f  F.i
A one-step reduction like that above may also be written as f f
f i
Ž .ku f  . This relation may be understood to be a rewrite system on thei
Ž  polynomials similar to observations made in 16 on Mora’s definitions of
 .reduction 11 . When a multiple of the leading term of f for f  Fi i
occurs in the polynomial that is to be reduced, the rest of f is substitutedi
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for the leading monomial of f . Regarding F as a rewrite system with twoi
types of rules that may be applied to monomials of polynomials, we could
say that the untagged polynomials can be applied anywhere in a term, but
the tagged ones apply only at the tagged side of a term.
Ž .  4EXAMPLE 3.3 Reduction . For example, let F  f , f , where fT 1 2 1
2 2  4 xyx yx 2 y, f  yx  x , and F  f , f , where2 P 3 4
f  x 2 y
 3 yx, f  yx 3
 2 xy. Then the tagged polynomial f 83 4
xyx2 y3 5 y cannot be reduced by f or f , but can be reduced by f2 4 1
to f
 8 f xy3 5 y
 8 yx 2 y3
 16 yxy3 or by f to f
 81 3
xyf y2 5 y 24 xy2 xy2.3

The reflexive, symmetric, transitive closure of  will be denoted  .F F† The class of f K  X under the equivalence relation  will beF
 denoted f . Tagging allows us to combine two-sided and one-sidedF
 congruences. In this setting the classical definitions of 14 correspond with
the following results.
Ž .THEOREM 3.4 Right Ideals in Algebras . Let A be a K-algebra finitely
² :  † presented by alg X 	 P with quotient morphism  . Let Q K X and
Ž .  4define Q Q. Define F Q, P , where Q  q : qQ . Then
there is a bijection of sets
†K  X A
 . r² :QF
† This can also be proved directly, using the bijection  : K X   F
² :r Ž  .   Ž .A Q by  f   f .F Q 
Ž .COROLLARY 3.5 Right Ideals in Semigroup Rings . Let S be a semi-
² :  Ž . 4group with presentation sgp X 	 R . Let P l
 r : l, r  R and let
 †  Ž .Q K X . Define F Q, P . Then there is a bijection of sets
†  K  X K S
 . r² :QF
Ž .Remark 3.6 Right Ideals in AlgebrasMonoid Case . Let X be a set
 of generators for the terms of a K-algebra A and let P K X* be such
 that the natural morphism  : K X*  A induces an isomorphism
  ² :  K X*  P  A. Let Q K X* and define Q Q. Define F
Ž .  4Q, P , where Q  q : qQ . Then there is a bijection of sets
 K  X* A
 . r² :QF
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 To prove this result directly, use the bijection  : K  X*   F
² :r Ž  .   Ž .A Q defined by  f   f .F Q 
Ž .Remark 3.7 Rewriting Systems . It is appropriate to observe the link to
² :   rewriting systems; in particular, alg X 	 P is a presentation of K S 7,
12, 16 . Corollary 3.5 and Remark 3.6 provide an alternative approach to
 that of Reinert and Zeckzer 17 for attempting the computation of ideals
   in  M , where M is a monoid. Our computations are based in  X* ,
where X is a set of generators for M, whilst the computations of Reinert
  Ž .and Zeckzer are made within  M also using a presentation of M .
4. THE NONCOMMUTATIVE BUCHBERGER
ALGORITHM FOR ONE-SIDED IDEALS
The reduction relation  is generated by a mixed set of taggedF
 †   † polynomials F  K  X and untagged polynomials F  K X . WeT P
make the following natural definition of a Grobner basis for this situation.¨
Ž . DEFINITION 4.1 Grobner Basis of Mixed Polynomials . Let F  K ¨ T
†   †  Ž .  † X and F  K X . Then F F , F is a Grobner basis on K  X¨P T P
with respect to  if  is complete.F
Ž .Remark 4.2 Right Grobner Bases . It is appropriate to compare our¨
 approach with that of Green 5 . He makes a study of the structure of
Grobner bases for right ideals in algebras with multiplicative bases. Basi-¨
 † cally, he computes in A whereas we will compute in K  X . The image
under  of a Grobner basis of mixed polynomials will become a right¨
Grobner basis in A in the sense of Green. This section shows how to make¨
 † computations for right ideals of A in K  X and in this way we avoid
the problems of computing in A itself.
To ensure that a reduction procedure terminates we require the
Ž .  † Noetherian property. Let F F , F , where F  K  X and F T P T P
 †  †K X . Let  be a semigroup well-ordering on X . According to Defini-
tion 3.2, the process of reduction replaces one monomial with monomials

which are smaller with respect to  , so the reduction relation  isF
 † Noetherian on K  X .
ŽRemark 4.3 Matches and S-Polynomials of Tagged and Untagged Poly-
. Ž .  †   † nomials . Let F F , F , where F  K  X and F  K X . AT P T P
pair of polynomials f , f  F have a match if their leading terms m , m1 2 1 2
overlap. If a pair of polynomials have a match, then an S-polynomial is
defined. There are five possible cases:
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When both f and f are in F ,1 2 T
Ž .i match is m  m ; S-polynomial is f  
 f , where   X*;1 2 1 2
When f is in F and f is in F ,1 T 2 P
Ž .ii match is m   um ; S-polynomial is f  
 uf ;1 2 1 2
Ž .iii match is m  um  ; S-polynomial is f 
 uf  , where u1 2 1 2
 4 X* id ,   X*;
When both f and f are in F ,1 2 P
Ž .iv match is um m  ; S-polynomial is f  
 uf ;1 2 1 2
Ž .v match is m  um  ; S-polynomial is f 
 uf  , where u,1 2 1 2
  X*.
A match is said to resole if the resulting S-polynomial can be reduced
to zero by F.
Ž .Remark 4.4 Representation of Matches . If a match of any of the
types above occurs between f and f then the match may be represented1 2
by u m   u m  , where u , u ,  ,   X* X*. A match of f1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1
and f may occur when either, neither, or both of f and f are tagged.2 1 2
However, if one or both has a tag, the tag forms part of the match and the
resulting S-polynomial will be tagged.
We want to be able to transform a mixed set of polynomials F into a
Grobner basis. We require the following lemma, which can be proved in¨
 the same way as in the standard situation described in 1 .
Ž .  †   † LEMMA 4.5. Let F F , F , where F  K  X and F  K X .T P T P
 †  Let g , g  K  X , where g 
 g  0. Then there exists a tagged poly-1 2 1 2 F † nomial h K  X such that g  h and g  h.1 2F F
  ŽWe can use the results of 14 to deduce the following result which can
.also be proved directly .
Ž .THEOREM 4.6 Test for Confluence . The reduction relation  isF
 † complete on K  X if and only if all matches of F resole.
We may now apply the noncommutative version of Buchberger’s algo-
Ž  .rithm as described in 13 to attempt to complete a mixed set of tagged
and untagged polynomials. To verify Steps 4 and 5 of Algorithm 4.9 we
observe the following two technical lemmas.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.7 Addition of S-Polynomials . Let F F , F . If f is anT P 
S-polynomial resulting from a match of F, then the congruences  andF coincide.F  f 4
Proof. The result is proved by showing that, in each of the five cases,
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an S-polynomial f resulting from a match of polynomials f , f  F can be1 2
written in the form u f  
 u f  and therefore f 0.1 1 1 1 2 2 F
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.8 Elimination of Redundancies . Let F F , F . If f FT P 
is such that f 0 then the relations  and  coincide.F f 4 F F f 4
Proof. The result is immediate, since for all g h, g hf †kuf  h, where k K , uf  X .F f 4
Ž .ALGORITHM 4.9 Noncommutative Buchberger Algorithm with Tags .
Given a set of tagged and untagged polynomials the algorithm attempts to
complete the set with respect to a given ordering so that the reduction
relation generated is complete.
Ž .1. Input A mixed set of tagged and untagged polynomials F
Ž .  †   † F , F where F  K  X and F  K X , together with an admissi-T P T P
 † ble well-ordering on K X .
Ž .2. Initialize Put OLD F and SPOL.
Ž .3. Search for matches If the leading monomials of any of the
polynomials overlap then calculate the resulting S-polynomial and attempt
to reduce it using  . Record all nonzero reduced S-polynomials in theF
list SPOL.
Ž .4. Add unresolved S-polynomials When all matches have been
considered define NEW OLD SPOL.
Ž .5. Eliminate redundancies Pass through NEW removing each poly-
nomial in turn and reducing it with respect to the other polynomials in
NEW. If a polynomial reduces to zero, delete it from NEW. Otherwise
replace each with its reduced form.
Ž .6. Loop Whilst OLD NEW, set OLD NEW, SPOL, and re-
turn to Step 3.
Ž .7. Output A set F NEW of polynomials such that  is aF
 † complete reduction relation on K  X .
Ž .Remark 4.10 Left Ideals . Placing tags to the right of polynomials
 †   rather than to the left, i.e., working in K X  or K X* , by similar
arguments we can compute left ideals. It is natural that two-sided ideals
have no tags, since both multiplications are defined.
Ž . Ž  4.Remark 4.11 Implementation . The use of the free monoid X  *
Ž .is possible in Definition 3.2; i.e., f f
 kuf  if uLT f  occurs in fF i i
Ž  4.with coefficient ku,   X  *. If a match of any of the five types
described above occurs between f and f then there exist u , u ,  ,  1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž  4. Ž .X  * such that u m   u m  the converse is not true . Unde-1 1 1 2 2 2
fined terms such as  xx x do not arise as a result of any procedure
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we describe, including Algorithm 4.9. Therefore there is no problem with
Ž  4. the computations taking place inside the free K-algebra K X  * .
This is useful as it allows us to use a standard nonocommutative Grobner¨
basis program, widening its scope without modifying it.
The following example illustrates our procedure.
² 4EXAMPLE 4.12. Let S be the semigroup with presentation sgp x, y 	
Ž 2 .: ² 2 :xyx, x y and let A be the algebra presented by alg S 	 y 
 yxy . We
 2 34consider the left ideal I generated by yx
 xy, xy  x in A. So let
 2 2 4  2 3 4F  xyx
 x y, y x
 yxy and let F  xy x  , yx
xy .P T
 2 2 2 3To compute I, we input the polynomials xyx
 x y, y x
 yxy, xy x
4   , yx
xy to the Grobner basis program 6 . It will not terminate¨
when we use the standard short-lex ordering, but it generates two new
polynomials at each pass. There is a pattern which repeats every fourth
pass and this allows us to recognize that there is an infinite Grobner basis,¨
namely,
n n n n2 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 4x y y x x y , yxy y yx x y ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
n n n n2 4 4 6 4 4 4 5 4x y y x x  , yxy y yx x  ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
n n n n2 5 4 6 4 5 4 5 4x y y x x y , yxy y yx x y ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
n n n n2 6 4 8 4 6 4 7 4x y y x x  , yxy y yx x  ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
where n 0, 1, 2, . . . in addition to the four initial polynomials.
We note that there is a Grobner basis for A consisting of the two initial¨
polynomials. The fact that the Grobner basis for the left ideal is infinite¨
does not prevent us from solving the membership problem. It is possible
that the mixed Grobner basis may have an infinite number of tagged¨
Žpolynomials corresponding to the ideal having an infinite right Grobner¨
 .basis in the sense of 5, 16, 17 andor an infinite number of untagged
Ž .polynomials when the algebra has an infinite Grobner basis . Any combi-¨
Ž .nations of finite and infinite reduced Grobner bases for the one-sided¨
ideal and the algebra are possible. When the Grobner basis for the algebra¨
A is infinite, it is not easy to compute I in A, and this is one case where
 † there is an advantage in being able to base calculations in K X  or
 † K  X .
5. APPLICATION TO GREEN’S RELATIONS
Ž .The standard way of expressing the structure of an abstract semigroup
is in terms of Green’s relations. The relations enable the expression of the
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local structure of the semigroup in terms of groups with certain actions on
them. Eggbox diagrams depict the partitions of a semigroup into their
L-classes, R-classes, D-classes, and H-classes as defined by Green’s rela-
tions. We can sometimes determine the classes by using Grobner bases¨
applied directly to the presentation. The examples show that there is also a
possibility of dealing with infinite semigroups having infinitely many H-
 classes, L-classes, or R-classes. First we recall some definitions 8 .
A nonempty subset A of a semigroup S is a right ideal of S if AS A,
 4where AS as : a A, s S . It is a left ideal of S if SA A. If x is an
 4element of S then the smallest right ideal of S containing x is xS x ;
² :rwe denote this x as it is called the right ideal generated by x. Similarly,
 4 ² :lthe left ideal generated by x is Sx x and is denoted by x .ˆ
Green’s Relations
Let S be a semigroup and let s and t be elements of S. We say that s
and t are L-related if the left ideal generated by s in S is equal to the left
ideal generated by t,
² :l ² :ls t s  t .L
Similarly they are R-related if the right ideals are the same,
² :r ² :rs t s  t .R
The L-relation is a right congruence on S and the R-relation is a left
congruence on S. The right action of S on itself is preserved by the
 y      ymapping to the L-classesso x  xy  x , similarly for the L  L  L
left action and R-classes. The elements s and t are said to be H-related if
they are both L-related and R-related and to be D-related if they are either
L-related or R-related.
Ž .To determine whether s and t are R or L -related we can compute the
Ž .appropriate Grobner bases and compare them. First let K be any field.¨
² :  Let S have presentation sgp X 	 Rel . Let P be a Grobner basis for K S¨
 † in K X . We would then add the polynomial  s to P, compute the
Grobner basis, and see whether this was equivalent to the basis obtained¨
for  t.
6. EXAMPLES
Throughout the examples we will use the field  and the standard
short-lex ordering  .
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EXAMPLE 6.1. The first example is a two-element semigroup with
² 3 2:presentation sgp x 	 x  x .
 3 24 ² :r  2 3 24The Grobner bases are  x, x 
 x for x and  x , x 
 x for¨
² 2:r 2x . The Grobner bases for the right ideals are different, so x and x¨
² :lare not R-related. Similarly, the Grobner basis for the left ideal x is¨
 3 24 ² 2:l  2 3 24x , x 
 x and the Grobner basis for x is x  , x 
 x , so the¨
elements are not L-related. Therefore this semigroup has two H-classes.
Ž .EXAMPLE 6.2 Symmetric Monoid . The following example is for the
Ž .finite monoid Sym 2 with semigroup presentation
² 2 3 2 2 :sgp e, s 	 e  e, s  s, s e e, es  e, sese ese, eses ese .
The Grobner basis equivalent to the rewrite system is¨
 2 3 2 2 4F e 
 e, s 
 s, s e
 e, es 
 e, eses
 ese, sese
 ese .
 2 4 2The elements are e, s, es, se, s , ese, ses , where s is the identity element.
We calculate Grobner bases for the right and left ideals for each of the¨
elements. The results are displayed in the table below. In detail, a Grobner¨
² :r    † basis for ses in K S in K  X is calculated by adding  ses to the
set of polynomials F. A match s occurs on  sesse between sse
 e and
Ž . Ž . ses. This results in the S-polynomial  se e 
 0 se which reduces to
 se. Another match of es occurs on  seses between eses
 ese and
Ž . Ž . ses. This results in the S-polynomial  s ese 
 0 es which reduces to
 ese. All further matches result in S-polynomials which reduce to zero.
 4The polynomials we add to F to obtain a Grobner basis are  se, ese¨
Žnote that  ses is a multiple of  se, so it is not required in the Grobner¨
.basis . The table lists the polynomials which, together with F, will give the
Grobner bases for the right and left ideals generated by single elements.¨
Element Right ideal Left ideal
e  e e
s  e, s e , s
es  e es , ese
se  se, ese e
ss  e, s e , s
ese  ese ese
ses  se, ese es , ese
Two elements whose right ideals are generated by the same Grobner¨
Ž .basis have the same right ideal similarly, left , and so it is immediately
 24  4  4  4deducible that the R-classes are s, s , e, es , se, ses , and ese ; the
 24  4  4  4  24  4L-classes are s, s , e, se , es, ses , and ese ; the H-classes are s, s , e ,
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 4  4  4  4  24  4se , es , ses , and ese ; and the D-classes are s, s , e, es, se, ses , and
 4ese .
The eggbox diagram is as follows, where L-classes are columns, R-classes
are rows, D-classes are diagonal boxes, and H-classes are the small boxes.
This example could have been calculated by enumerating the elements of
each of the 14 ideals, a time consuming procedure which calculates details
we do not require.
Ž .EXAMPLE 6.3 Bicyclic Monoid . The next example is the bicyclic
²monoid, which is infinite. We use the semigroup presentation sgp p, q, i 	
:pi p, qi q, ip p, iq q, pq i .
 4†  The equivalent Grobner basis, defined on K p, q, i , is pi
 p, qi
¨
4q, ip
 p, iq
 q, pq
 i . We begin the table as before
Element Right ideal Left ideal
id  i. i .
p  i. p .
q  q. q .
2 2p  i. p  .
qp  q. p .
2 2q  q . i .
  
n m n mq p  q . p  .
It can be seen that there are infinitely many L-classes and infinitely
 4many R-classes. Representatives for the L-classes are the elements of q *
n m n nŽ n mbecause q p  q  , using the S-polynomial resulting from p q p
. n Ž n n. m m  4  p  with p q p  p  . Similarly, the elements of p *
are representatives for the R-classes. All elements are D-related and none
of them are H-related. The eggbox diagram would be an infinitely large
box of cells with one element in each cell; i.e., the monoid is bisimple.
Ž .EXAMPLE 6.4 Polycyclic Monoids . Now consider the polycyclic monoid
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P which has monoid presentationn
²mon x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y , o , id 	 ox  x o oy  y o o ,1 n 1 n i i i i
:x y  id , x y  o for i , j 1, . . . , n
 1, i j ,i i i j
 so that the Grobner basis for K P , where K is a field, is¨ n
x y 
 id , x y 
 0 for i , j 1, . . . , n
 1, i j . 4i i i j
Green’s relations for the polycyclic monoids are naturally similar to those
for the bicyclic monoid. The L-classes are represented by sequences of y ’si
and the R-classes are represented by sequences of x ’s. To verify this, leti
X x  x be a general word in the x ’s, and let Y y  y be ai i i j j1 k 1 l
general word in the y ’s. Then we can show that YX X. To do thisj L
² : ² : ² :consider YX and X . To find a Grobner basis for YX¨
consider the match x  x y  y x  x  . This results in the S-j j j j i il 1 1 l 1 k
Ž . Ž .polynomial id x  x 
x  x 0 which simplifies to x  xi i j j i i1 k l 1 1 k
² : ² : ² : X . This is a Grobner basis for YX , and so YX  X .¨
² : ² :Similarly,  YX   Y so YX X for any Y y  y , X xR j j i1 l 1
 x .i k
The eggbox diagram is drawn below. As before, the L classes are the
columns and the R-classes the rows, H-classes are the cells, and there is
just one D-class other than the one containing the zero. This proves that
the polycyclic monoids are bisimple. The diagram is more conventional
than the previous one, as classes are listed but not individual elements:
instead the number of elements in each cell is indicated.
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These examples illustrate the fact that Buchberger’s algorithm can be
Ž .used to compute Green’s relations for infinite semigroups which have
finite complete presentations. Previous methods for calculating minimal
ideals from presentations of semigroups were variations on the classical
 ToddCoxeter enumeration procedure 4 . This is an alternative computa-
 tional approach to that given in 9, 10 , which uses the transformation
 representation of a semigroup rather than a presentation. As with 10 the
methods described in this paper provide for local computations, concern-
Ž .ing a single R-class, without computing the whole semigroup. The mixed
Grobner basis methods give the possibility of calculating the structure of¨
infinite semigroups and do not require the determination of a transforma-
tion representation for those semigroups which arise naturally as presenta-
tions.
The calculations of the examples were achieved using a GAP3 implemen-
 tation 6 of the Grobner basis procedures for polynomials in noncommu-¨
 tative variables over , as described in 12 . Other implementations such
   as BERGMAN 2 and OPAL 15 are more powerful: the key point of this
paper is to point out that such programs can be used for a wider range of
problems than has previously been recorded.
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